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In our experiment we were trying to figure out if people judged others by their appearance. Our hypothesis was
if we were dressed up in different outfits, people respond to us better when we are dressed as businesswomen.
We did this by dressing up in different types of out fits: Business like, Rags, Gangster, Average Teenage Girl,
and Goth/Punk.  We kindly walked up to five pedestrians and asked them a few questions.  Then we gave them
a number between one and five depending on how the reacted to us. We did the experiment on two different
occasions, we found that while dressed as businesswomen people took us more seriously and when we were
dressed in rags and Goth/punk people were scared or didn#t even pay attention to us.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

The effect of how we look on how people judge/react to us.
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